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Preliminaries and background 

I investigated the thermal hydraulics of the coolant (supercritical (pressure) water, SCW) flow in 

Supercritical Water-cooled Reactor
1
 (SCWR) relevant geometries in my doctoral research. I started 

this work during the elaboration of my MSc thesis (February-June 2006) and ended it in January 2018. 

At the beginning, my former Supervisor, Professor Dr. Attila Aszódi and I planned to use the widely 

applied, well validated, commercial computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code ANSYS CFX
2
 only, 

but in the meantime a good collaboration between us and the neutron radiography group of MTA EK 

has been established. That was the reason why I had the opportunity to extend the scope of my 

doctoral research to the field of experimental investigations next to the above mentioned field of 

numerical analysis. I am proud that my doctoral research has started the SCWR related research work 

at BME NTI in 2006 under Professor Aszódi’s supervision in the framework of NAP NUKENERG 

Hungarian project. Since then one other doctoral research (Reiss, 2011) has taken place and many 

talented students have worked in this field (Hegyesi, 2018; Mervay, 2018; Ványi, 2016; Ványi et al., 

2019) at our institute. 

My doctoral research has been done in the field of thermal hydraulics of SCWR (Pioro and 

Duffey, 2007), or more generally in the field of nuclear energetics. This research has the following 

motivation. In 2018, the world fleet of nuclear power plants (NPPs) consisted of 453 nuclear-power 

reactors (units). Further 56 units were under construction (mostly in East-Asian countries). The 

operating units had 397.6 GWe total net installed capacities and generated about 11% of the electricity 

around the world. It seems that the demand for this essential, competitive and reliable electrical energy 

production technology, which operation is free from emission of greenhouse gasses, is and very likely 

will be growing (e.g. due to the likely spread of electric mobility, further spread of smart devices, etc.). 

The main production goal of the current fleet (which belongs mainly to generation II reactor class and 

in a smaller portion to generation III class) is generating electricity in huge amount using the units in 

basic power plant run. The secure, safe and energetically efficient operation of the current fleet is very 

important as well as their life extension with 20-30 years (see e.g. the case of Paks I. NPP) for the 

well-being of human society and ecosystem of the Earth. 

Though promising developments are just on the way, it is very likely that most of them will be 

applied fully at the generation IV class of reactors only, like the SCWR (Pioro (Editor), 2016).  

The SCWR is a high pressure and temperature, light water-cooled reactor (LWR) which will 

operate above the thermodynamic critical point of its coolant (22.064 MPa and 373.95ºC) (Gen. IV 

Community, 2018). Nowadays the abbreviation SCWR is more indicative for a family of different 

SCWR concepts rather than a single concept because many key players of nuclear development (e.g. 

Russia, Canada, Japan, China and the EU) have their own SCWR design(s) (Leung, 2017). These 

concepts may differ substantially from each other. That is the reason why the reactor can have fast or 

thermal-neutron spectrum, depending on the proposed core design. The different concepts are based on 

the actual pressure tube (e.g. the Canadian) or on the pressure vessel (all other’s) reactors, and thus 

propose heavy water or light water as moderator. Unlike current water-cooled fossil fired boilers and 

LWRs, the thermal hydraulics significantly influences the heat generation in the fuel: there is a rather 

strong coupling between them through the thermophysical properties (density) of the coolant. 

Furthermore the SCW experiences a significantly higher enthalpy rise in the core of SCWRs than the 

coolant in current water-cooled reactors, which reduces the needed magnitude of core mass flow rate 

for a given thermal power and in the same time increases the outlet enthalpy of the SCWR core up to 

superheated conditions (Oka and Koshizuka, 1993). The direct, once through trans-critical “steam” 

cycle has been proposed to SCWR, eliminating any coolant recirculation inside the reactor itself for 

both pressure vessel and pressure-tube designs. It means that the superheated “steam” will be provided 

directly to the high pressure turbine while the feed water from the “steam” cycle will be provided back 

to reactor core like in a boiling-water-cooled reactor (BWR). Therefore, these SCWR concepts 

integrate the operation and design experiences collected by hundreds of LWRs with the gained 

experiences from hundreds of fossil fired supercritical and ultra-supercritical boilers operated with 

                                                           
1
 This reactor belongs to the generation IV class of nuclear reactors, see more information at:  

https://www.gen-4.org/gif/jcms/c_59461/generation-iv-systems  
2
 See a concise description about ANSYS CFX and more at: https://www.ansys.com/products/fluids/ansys-cfx 

https://www.gen-4.org/gif/jcms/c_59461/generation-iv-systems
https://www.ansys.com/products/fluids/ansys-cfx
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SCW. That is the reason why, the SCWR can be developed from current LWRs in contrast to some 

other Generation IV nuclear systems (Pioro (Editor), 2016). 

Although the above mentioned LWRs and supercritical, ultra-supercritical boilers have operated for 

decades, there are many unresolved technical challenges related to the SCWR. Illustrative examples 

for the major technical challenges are the not fully understood aspects of thermal hydraulics of SCW
3
 

(Pioro and Duffey, 2005) and the required development of structural materials for the fuel and core 

structures that must be sufficiently corrosion resistant to withstand nominal SCW conditions in an 

SCWR (Ehrlich et al., 2004). 

The main difference in the thermal hydraulics of water at sub- and supercritical pressures is the 

type of phase change. While first order phase change occurs in sub-critical water (boiling-

condensation) then second order phase change or pseudocritical transition takes place in SCW. The 

pseudocritical transition can be characterized by continuous, strongly nonlinear change of 

thermophysical properties in a certain (rather narrow) temperature range which range widens by 

pressure increment (Pioro and Duffey, 2007). The thermal hydraulics of SCW can be characterized 

by rather complex processes even in simple geometries like straight tube or annulus due to the 

nonlinear changes in thermophysical properties. Thus, it is very reasonable, that the complete physical 

understanding of the potential effects of thermophysical properties of SCW in SCWR relevant 

geometries could lead a significant advance in R&D of SCWRs. Nonetheless, except few studies (Kim 

and Kim, 2011; Mikielewicz et al., 2002; Shehata and McEligot, 1998; Zhang et al., 2012), most 

CFD research has been focused only on the overall heat transfer neglecting the complex phenomenon 

in the boundary layer caused by the drastic variations of thermophysical properties. In SCWRs, this 

complex thermal hydraulics becomes even more complex because the heat generation in nuclear fuels 

is strongly coupled with the temperature field of the SCW coolant through its thermophysical 

properties. Furthermore, the European SCWR concept (this is what I was most interested in), the High 

Performance Light Water Reactor (HPLWR (Schulenberg and Starflinger, 2012)) has a more 

complex reactor core design than current LWRs. Due to recent advances in CFD technology (being 

aware of modelling limitations (Zhang et al., 2012)), CFD seems to be a capable tool to provide 

thermal hydraulic predictions with greater details for SCWRs than experiments. 

Research objectives 

Due to the not fully understood aspects of thermal hydraulics of SCW, the needed further 

development of SCWRs and the partially solved challenges that CFD codes have faced in this field, it 

can be stated that my doctoral research dealt with an actual, intensely researched and significant field 

of thermal hydraulics which field needs further international collaboration in order to identify, 

investigate and solve the existing problems. 

My doctoral research has been devoted to assess the usability of commercial CFD codes (e.g. 

ANSYS CFX) in the field of SCW thermal hydraulics, to contribute to the discovery of not fully 

understood aspects of SCW thermal hydraulics and to cooperate to the development of SCWR 

concepts. In order to achieve the above mentioned three objectives, I have performed an extensive 

validation series in different geometries for the applied ANSYS CFX code partially in the framework 

of international CFD benchmarks
4
, conducted numerical analyses and experimental investigation on 

the topic of not fully understood aspects of SCW thermal hydraulics and numerically analysed the 

European HPLWR concept by CFD modelling of different geometries in the scope of HPLWR Phase 

II and SCWR-FQT EU projects. 

Applied methods 

The literature review, what I have performed, revealed that the practically relevant SCW flows 

have too high Reynolds number and thus they cannot be investigated with Direct Numerical 

                                                           
3
 E.g. physical background of different heat transfer regimes, influence of thermophysical properties on heat 

transfer or pressure drops in SCWR related geometries under normal operation and different accidents.  
4
 Organized by either the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) or the Generation Four International 

Forum (GIF). 
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Simulation (DNS) or Large Eddy Simulation (LES). That was the reason why I used the Reynolds-

averaged Navier-Stockes (RANS) CFD approach. 

My numerical models represented a single phase, in majority steady-state, turbulent, buoyant flow 

and an isotropic, Newtonian, compressible and dissipative (viscous and heat conducting) fluid (SCW). 

I applied the Finite Volume Method (FVM) in order to discretize the investigated geometries and 

solve the RANS equations by the ANSYS CFX commercial CFD code. I generated either block 

structured hexahedral or hybrid (bigger tetrahedral element in the bulk and smaller wedge element in 

the fine near wall region) numerical grids by the ANSYS ICEM CFD software. The convective, 

diffusive and turbulent terms have been usually approximated by second order accurate numerical 

schemes. 

I modelled the turbulence partly based on the relevant literature and partly by my own experience. I 

used the Shear Stress Transport (SST) eddy viscosity or first momentum closure (FMC) type 

turbulence model (Menter, 1993) together with suitable near wall mesh resolution for normal flow 

(flow without twisting or high streamline curvature) while I modelled turbulence with a low Reynolds 

number Reynolds Stress or second momentum closure (SMC) type turbulence model (e.g. Baseline 

Reynolds Stress Model (BSL-RSM) in ANSYS CFX (ANSYS Inc., 2017)) in case of twisting (also 

called sweeping) flow caused by e.g. wrapped wire spacers in the HPLWR fuel assembly. 

Regarding our experimental investigation, we used the unconventional neutron radiography (NR) 

technique simultaneously with conventional measurement techniques (like thermocouples, absolute 

and differential pressure transducers, mass flow meter) in order to discover more details of the thermal 

hydraulics of natural circulation (NC) in SCW. 

New scientific results: theses 

The new scientific results achieved and published during my doctoral research are presented in the 

following list (please note that the numbering of the publications follows its order of appearance 

applied in the dissertation): 

1. I created a validated numerical (CFD) model for upward flow of supercritical water in vertically 

installed, homogeneously heated, straight, smooth bore tube geometry, and after comparison with 

many set of experimental data I concluded, that in steady state calculations the best agreement 

between the measured and calculated results can be obtained by the application of built in IAPWS-

IF97 thermophysical property model, the Shear Stress Transport turbulence model and a numerical 

grid resolution that provides y1
+
 ≤ 1. The modelling of full circumference of the tube geometry is 

not necessary, a rotational symmetric model (consisting e.g. a 10° segment of the tube) in the 

circumferential direction can be used {2}, {11}. 

2. Based on results of validated CFD models for supercritical water flowing in tube and channel 

geometries I concluded, that the distributions of local variables (e.g. wall temperature) especially 

near the heated wall show significant sensitivity to small changes of global boundary conditions 

such as the inlet temperature (±30°C), reference pressure (±2% – ±20%), mass flow rate (±10% – 

±20%) and heat flux (±10% – ±20%). The sensitivity is significantly stronger in case of 

deteriorated heat transfer than in case of normal or enhanced heat transfer {1}, {6}. 

3. I developed CFD models for HPLWR fuel assembly related geometries and I deduced that the 

cross sectional flow pattern changes periodically together with the cross section geometry, and the 

velocity field gets transversal velocity components due to the presence of wrapped wires. This is 

the reason why counter-clockwise (outer twisting cycle) or clockwise (inner twisting cycle) 

twisting flows are formed in sub-channels next to the walls of fuel assembly and moderator box, 

respectively. I identified strong unidirectional inter-channel cross flows (0.2 – 2.2 m/s) between 

corner and wall type sub-channels in the inner and outer twisting cycles, and strong bidirectional 

inter-channel cross flows (±0.1 – ±2.2 m/s) through gaps located between two fuel rods {4}, {5}, 

{7}, {9}. 

4. During CFD analyses I identified undesired unstable and non-uniform flow of supercritical water at 

the inlet section caused by a large eddy (its size scale equals to bounding dimensions) generated in 

flow chamber of SCWR-FQT facility. I solved this problem by CFD analyses on three further 

bottom closure designs. I selected a design with eight small flow guider wings placed on disk 
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which was found to be the most suitable because it provides most uniform and stable flow at inlet 

section {4}, {12}, {13}, {14}. 

5. I identified stagnant supercritical water flow zones in corner sub-channels directly after the foot 

piece element during CFD analyses of SCWR-FQT test section. Undesired low velocity flow 

regions still exist at beginning of heating in the trace of these stagnant flow zones. I solved this 

problem by CFD analyses on two further foot piece designs. I selected a totally revised new foot 

piece design as most appropriate: it eliminated stagnant flow zones behind foot piece and 

additionally increased the stability of inlet flow {4}, {12}, {13}, {14}. 

6. Based on results of validated CFD models for four rod bundle I confirmed that thermal 

hydraulically best compromise on pitch of wrapped wire spacers is 200 mm for HPLWR fuel 

assembly. Pressure drop along the heated length (hydraulic aspect: the lower the better) was found 

to be only 18% higher than in case of bare geometry, while average heat transfer coefficient 

(thermal aspect: the higher the better) are 95% higher in corner sub-channels which I found to be 

hottest in bare case. Application of wrapped wires enhances heat transfer in corner sub-channels 

where it is most needed {7}, {8}. 

7. I determined the pressure drop components of supercritical water flow under natural circulation 

conditions at different pressures (225-275 bar) and inlet temperatures (50-200°C) by the 

experimental results of ANCARA loop. I identified two dominant pressure drop components: 

pressure drop due to frictional resistance and gravity, while the pressure drop due to acceleration of 

flow (the acceleration is due to density decrease, this component dominates under mixed and 

forced convection conditions) found to be negligible due to the very low velocity (n×1 cm/s instead 

of n×1 m/s) {3}, {10}. 

Utilization of results 

Based on the achieved results during my doctoral research and the scientific thesis derived from 

these results, I reckon that my doctoral research has fulfilled the objectives set at the beginning. My 

doctoral research contributed to the international effort to measure the usability of commercial CFD 

codes (e.g. ANSYS CFX) in the field of SCW thermal hydraulics ({1}, {2}, {6}, {11}, (Rohde et al., 

2016)), to the discovery of not fully understood aspects of SCW thermal hydraulics ({1}, {3}, {6}, {7}, 

{8}, {10}) and to the development of SCWR concepts ({4}, {5}, {7}, {9}, {12}, {13}, {14}). I am sure 

that these results will contribute to some degree to the future R&D related to the SCWRs. 

Some more concrete examples of how my results would be used in the future are in the following: 

 The SCWR-FQT facility will be built in the near future. It will be the first in kind facility 

which will operate under supercritical pressure and use active nuclear fuel. I am very proud 

that I contributed to the design of this facility. 

 A European-Chinese-Canadian collaboration in order to continue the R&D of SCWRs is 

under elaboration. To achieve this, a European H2020 proposal (which was named as 

MACHETE according to my suggestion) has been submitted to the NFRP-2018-2 call at 27 

September 2018. Our institute is one of the 15 partners. I hope that our proposal will win and 

this excellent project will receive EU funding in order to realize the set advanced goals. 

 The started experimental work will be continued in the near future on the ANCARA loop. 

Thus, the gained experience with this loop will be reused and hopefully new results will be 

born. 

 Some smaller portions of the near future research tasks related to SCWRs could be solved in 

the framework of BSc, MSc theses or studies submitted to the next Scientific Student 

Competitions elaborated by university students, like in the past. 

Publications related to the theses 

{1} A. Kiss and A. Aszódi, “Sensitivity Studies on CFD Analysis for Heat Transfer of Supercritical 

Water Flowing in Vertical Tubes”, Proceedings of The Experimental Validation and 

Application of CFD and CMFD Codes in Nuclear Reactor Technology (CFD4NRS-4 

conference), Daejeon, Korea, 10–12 September 2012. 
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